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Presentation of a Pi number using a computer
Rešić Sead, Čajić Elvir, Osmić Amila, Omerović Maid
Abstract. The story of the number
is known from the very beginning of mathematics.His name less familiar
Ludof`s number,as named by Ludolph van Ceulen who first calculated the number of accurate to 35 decimal places.
Mentioned number has an infinite decimal notation aperiodic and therefore is practiced by many mathematicans to
determine the decimal number where more will be discussed in this paper.
The ratio of the volume and the radius of the circle can be expressed in many ways through the various formulas
used in geometry ,calculus,probability and physics where there are algorithms for computation.Using a computer with
the algorithms can reach several milion decimal number.In this work number
determines in computers softwer
Mathematica.
Keywords: Number pi, method of determining the number pi, algorithm, computer software.
1.

Introduction

Pi or π is a mathematical constant, widely used today in mathematics and physics. It is defined as the ratio of the volume
and circle diameter. Pi is also known as the Archimedes constant (it is not necessary to mix it with Archimedes number) or
Ludol's number.1 In practice, it is written with a small Greek letter π and in the Bosnian language it is proper to write and
write.
The
numerical
value
pi
is
rounded
to
64
decimal
places
is:
π ≈ 3.14159 26535 89793 23846 26433 83279 50288 41971 69399 37510 58209 74944 5923
The history of the knowledge of the number π runs parallel with the development of the mathematics itself. Some authors
share the progress in this field in three periods: antique - in which it is calculated geometrically, classically - which was
calculated by using more mathematics in Europe around the 17th century and the third period - digital computing time on
computers.2 The "pi" is derived from the Greek word "perimeter" (περίμετρος), which means the length of the curve that limits a
plane. This symbol was first introduced by mathematician William Jones in 1706, although the mark was fully accepted and
became popular only after it was adopted by Leonard Euler.3
2.

Liu Hui Pi algorithm

Later, Liu Hui invented Liu Hui π algorithm and achieved π = 3.1416 using a polygon of only 96 pages, taking advantage
of the fact that the difference in surfaces of successive polygons forms a geometric series with factor. About 480, Chinese
mathematician Zu Chongzhi gave an approximation of π = 355/113 and showed that 3.1415926 <π <3.1415927. It was
obtained using Liu Hui's π algorithm for a 12288-page polygon. This will prove to be the most accurate calculation of the
number over the next 900 years.4
3.

Classic period

By the second millennium, π was known to less than 10 decimal places. The next major advance took place with the
emergence of more mathematics, and in particular the discovery of infinite sequences. These arrays theoretically allow you to
calculate π to any desired value by adding the required number of members. 5About the year 1400, Madhava of
Sangamagram discovered the first known series of this kind.Madhava managed to calculate to the next accuracy to 11
decimal places
π = 3.14159265359.
The record was invaded in 1424 by the Persian astronomer Jamshīd al-Kāshī, who calculated 16 decimals of the number π.
The first major advance in calculating the number π after Archimede was made by German mathematician Ludolph van
Ceulen (1540-1610), who used the Archimedes method and a polygon with 60 · 2029 pages to calculate 35 decimals of the
number π. He was so proud of the calculation, which required most of his life, to give the digits to his tombstone. At about the
same time, methods of more mathematics and the determination of infinite series began to spin over Europe. The first of the
known types is the Viète formula discovered by François Viète in 1593.
Formulas of this kind, now known as the machine formula, have been used to set up several successful records and others
remembered as the best-known computing methods at the time of the computer.
The number of p in the era of the computer. Symbolic mathematical programs such as Maple or Mathematica can
calculate 10,000 decimals of number p at the moment, and another 20,000-1,000,000 decimals at night (the ranking depends on
the platform that the computer owns). Brothers Chudnovsky of New York calculated 2 trillion decimals of number p on a
homebrew computer. The current record for the number of decimals calculated is Yasumas Canada and Daisuke Takahashi
from the University of Tokyo. This is about 206 trillion decimals of p (206,158,430,000 decimal places). This is how your account
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was presented by Yasumas Canada, from the University of Tokyo. There are three essential methods for calculating a number
of values p with many decimals:
1. One of the oldest in use is with the help of a growing string tg-1 (x) = x-x3 / 3 + x5 / 5 ...together with a formula such as
p = tg-1 (1/5) -4 * tg-1 (1/239). That account gives about 1.4 decimals per member.
2. The second formula in use comes from the Aritmetic-Geometry through the account. An excellent overview of these
formulas is given in the book "p and AGM". Their advantage is that they double the number of decimals by iteration. For
example, in order to achieve 1 000 000 decimals, about 20 iterations are quite sufficient. The disadvantage is because we need a
FFT type of doubling to get a reasonable speed, and this is not so easy for the programs.
3. The third comes from the theory of complex multiplication of elliptic curves, and was discovered by S. Ramanujan. This
gives a great number of beautiful formulas, but the most useful was missing Ramanujan and was discovered by
Chudnovsky's. It reads like this (slightly modified for easy programming):
Set k_1 = 545140134; k_2 = 13591409; k_3 = 640320; k_4 = 100100025; k_5 = 327843840; k_6 = 53360;
Then pi = (k_6 sqrt (k_3)) / (S), where
S = sum_ (n = 0) ^ oo (-1) ^ n ((6n)! (K_2 + nk_1)) / (n! ^ 3 (3n)! (8k_4k_5) ^ n). The great advantage of this formula is in the
following
1) It converges linearly, but very fast (over 14 decimal places per member)
2) The way it's written, all the operations for computing S are written very easy to program. For this reason, the
constant 8k_4k_5 that appears as the denominator is written in this way instead of 262537412640768000. Thus, Chudnovsky's
managed to calculate several trillion decimals..
3) One interesting new method is suggested by David Bailey, Peter Borwein and Simon Plouffe. It can calculate n
hexadecimal decimal p efficiently without the previous (n-1) decimal. The method is based on the formula: pi = sum_ (i = 0) ^
oo (1 16 ^ i) ((4 8i + 1) - (2 8i + 4) - (1 8i + 5) - (1 8i + 6))
4) for O (n) time and O (log N) space. Here's what the 160 C-program looks like, written by Dick T. Winter in CWI,
which counts up to 800 decimal places. inta = 10000, b, c = 2800, d, e, f [2801], g;
5) main () {for (; b-c;) f [b ++] = a / 5; for (; d = 0, g = c * 2; c = 14,
6) printf ("% 4d", e + d / a), e = d% a) for (b = c; d + = f [b] * a, f [b] = d% g -, - b; d * = b);}
Through the Internet (e-mail) Yasumasa Canada commenting on his previous record of some 50 trillion decimals, he
wrote:"Dear people, The moment has come when we can publish a new world record related to p. It took longer than our
expectation. Nearly two years have passed since we got a new world record of 6.4 trillion decimals. Now, we have an eight
times higher record of 6.4 trillion. Yasumasa Canada, Computer Center, University of Tokyo. "On September 20, 1999
Yasumasa Canada released a new record. This time the so-called. Canada Laboratory (Canada Laboratory) announced that
they have reached a known number of 206,158,430,000 decimal places. And this time they made their account using two
different methods. More precisely, they calculated
3 * 236 = 206 158 430 208 decimal places, from which the account matched 206 158 430 16 days.
Here's another interesting thing about p. 707 decimals printed on a frieze of a round room, dedicated to number p, at the
Palace of Discoveries in Paris. The palace was built for the great World Exposition in 1900, just as the Eiffel Tower was
erected.6
4.Number Pi in Mathematica software and algorithms for calculating the number of pi in Mathematica software
4.1. An analysis, tools and methods for calculating the number of pi.
In this paper, as we have already shown, there are many ways to calculate the decimals of the pi number. This part of our
work is our contribution using Mathematica software. In addition to the basic commands for calculating boring pi, the
algorithms we have programmed in this paper were used. The algorithm is a set of steps and procedures that are clearly
defined and which, as a result, give us a final solution to our problem. So Mathematica software is the tool used to calculate the
number of pi.Softver Mathematica can us by typing the command N [Pi, 8] eight decimals.
So the first technique for calculating the number of pi to eight decimal places is achieved by the command:
N [Pi, 8] = 3.1415926. So the Mathematica user interface consists of two commands in the In window: we enter the formula
and terms that we can define as software users. In the upper corner of the software there is the Run packeg command, and if
we have well defined the parameter the result of our command is Out and there is in this case, 3.1415926 eight decimals of the
Pi number. The calculation calculator in this case is N, which means that N is the operator that calls to calculate the decimals
of the Pi number. In the case that the command N [Pi] caught the mathematical interface, it will give us as a result of 6 digits
of the decimal number of the Pi number. It gives us the right to have the suspicion that the Pi function in Mathematica
software has already been created using an algorithm. Thus, after entering N [Pi, 100], we get one hundred decimal places in
the Mathematica software. By studying the software and by deeper analysis, the software developer and software owner put in
an algorithm for calculating the number Pi and I as the user himself, established the methodologies in finding the digits in
that software. The algorithm used in embedding Pi in Mathematica is: Brent-Salamin formula, also called Gauss-Salamin
formula or Salamine formula, is a formula that uses an arithmetic-geometric mean to calculate the value of pi. It has square
convergences.
Let it go
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and define the initial conditions to be,
, and gives.

,

. then repeating it and giving an arithmetic-geometric mean

By deeper analysis and having the ability to reason, typing in a series of commands after several months, I came to the
conclusion that in the Mathematica software, bor's Pi can be calculated to only 10,000 decimals. And this typing command N
[Pi, 10000] is the result:
3.14159265358979323846264338327950288419716939937510582097494459230781\
6406286208998628034825342117067982148086513282306647093844609550582231\
7253594081284811174502841027019385211055596446229489549303819644288109\
7566593344612847564823378678316527120190914564856692346034861045432664\
8213393607260249141273724587006606315588174881520920962829254091715364\
3678925903600113305305488204665213841469519415116094330572703657595919\
5309218611738193261179310511854807446237996274956735188575272489122793\
8183011949129833673362440656643086021394946395224737190702179860943702\
7705392171762931767523846748184676694051320005681271452635608277857713\
4275778960917363717872146844090122495343014654958537105079227968925892\
3542019956112129021960864034418159813629774771309960518707211349999998\
3729780499510597317328160963185950244594553469083026425223082533446850\
3526193118817101000313783875288658753320838142061717766914730359825349\
0428755468731159562863882353787593751957781857780532171226806613001927\
8766111959092164201989380952572010654858632788659361533818279682303019\
5203530185296899577362259941389124972177528347913151557485724245415069\
5950829533116861727855889075098381754637464939319255060400927701671139\
0098488240128583616035637076601047101819429555961989467678374494482553\
7977472684710404753464620804668425906949129331367702898915210475216205\
6966024058038150193511253382430035587640247496473263914199272604269922\
7967823547816360093417216412199245863150302861829745557067498385054945\
8858692699569092721079750930295532116534498720275596023648066549911988\
1834797753566369807426542527862551818417574672890977772793800081647060\
0161452491921732172147723501414419735685481613611573525521334757418494\
6843852332390739414333454776241686251898356948556209921922218427255025\
4256887671790494601653466804988627232791786085784383827967976681454100\
9538837863609506800642251252051173929848960841284886269456042419652850\
2221066118630674427862203919494504712371378696095636437191728746776465\
7573962413890865832645995813390478027590099465764078951269468398352595\
7098258226205224894077267194782684826014769909026401363944374553050682\
0349625245174939965143142980919065925093722169646151570985838741059788\
5959772975498930161753928468138268683868942774155991855925245953959431\
0499725246808459872736446958486538367362226260991246080512438843904512\
4413654976278079771569143599770012961608944169486855584840635342207222\
5828488648158456028506016842739452267467678895252138522549954666727823\
9864565961163548862305774564980355936345681743241125150760694794510965\
9609402522887971089314566913686722874894056010150330861792868092087476\
0917824938589009714909675985261365549781893129784821682998948722658804\
8575640142704775551323796414515237462343645428584447952658678210511413\
5473573952311342716610213596953623144295248493718711014576540359027993\
4403742007310578539062198387447808478489683321445713868751943506430218\
4531910484810053706146806749192781911979399520614196634287544406437451\
2371819217999839101591956181467514269123974894090718649423196156794520\
8095146550225231603881930142093762137855956638937787083039069792077346\
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7221825625996615014215030680384477345492026054146659252014974428507325\
1866600213243408819071048633173464965145390579626856100550810665879699\
8163574736384052571459102897064140110971206280439039759515677157700420\
3378699360072305587631763594218731251471205329281918261861258673215791\
9841484882916447060957527069572209175671167229109816909152801735067127\
4858322287183520935396572512108357915136988209144421006751033467110314\
1267111369908658516398315019701651511685171437657618351556508849099898\
5998238734552833163550764791853589322618548963213293308985706420467525\
9070915481416549859461637180270981994309924488957571282890592323326097\
2997120844335732654893823911932597463667305836041428138830320382490375\
8985243744170291327656180937734440307074692112019130203303801976211011\
0044929321516084244485963766983895228684783123552658213144957685726243\
3441893039686426243410773226978028073189154411010446823252716201052652\
2721116603966655730925471105578537634668206531098965269186205647693125\
7058635662018558100729360659876486117910453348850346113657686753249441\
6680396265797877185560845529654126654085306143444318586769751456614068\
0070023787765913440171274947042056223053899456131407112700040785473326\
9939081454664645880797270826683063432858785698305235808933065757406795\
4571637752542021149557615814002501262285941302164715509792592309907965\
4737612551765675135751782966645477917450112996148903046399471329621073\
4043751895735961458901938971311179042978285647503203198691514028708085\
9904801094121472213179476477726224142548545403321571853061422881375850\
4306332175182979866223717215916077166925474873898665494945011465406284\
3366393790039769265672146385306736096571209180763832716641627488880078\
6925602902284721040317211860820419000422966171196377921337575114959501\
5660496318629472654736425230817703675159067350235072835405670403867435\
1362222477158915049530984448933309634087807693259939780541934144737744\
1842631298608099888687413260472156951623965864573021631598193195167353\
8129741677294786724229246543668009806769282382806899640048243540370141\
6314965897940924323789690706977942236250822168895738379862300159377647\
1651228935786015881617557829735233446042815126272037343146531977774160\
3199066554187639792933441952154134189948544473456738316249934191318148\
0927777103863877343177207545654532207770921201905166096280490926360197\
5988281613323166636528619326686336062735676303544776280350450777235547\
1058595487027908143562401451718062464362679456127531813407833033625423\
2783944975382437205835311477119926063813346776879695970309833913077109\
8704085913374641442822772634659470474587847787201927715280731767907707\
1572134447306057007334924369311383504931631284042512192565179806941135\
2801314701304781643788518529092854520116583934196562134914341595625865\
8655705526904965209858033850722426482939728584783163057777560688876446\
2482468579260395352773480304802900587607582510474709164396136267604492\
5627420420832085661190625454337213153595845068772460290161876679524061\
6342522577195429162991930645537799140373404328752628889639958794757291\
7464263574552540790914513571113694109119393251910760208252026187985318\
8770584297259167781314969900901921169717372784768472686084900337702424\
2916513005005168323364350389517029893922334517220138128069650117844087\
4519601212285993716231301711444846409038906449544400619869075485160263\
2750529834918740786680881833851022833450850486082503930213321971551843\
0635455007668282949304137765527939751754613953984683393638304746119966\
5385815384205685338621867252334028308711232827892125077126294632295639\
8989893582116745627010218356462201349671518819097303811980049734072396\
1036854066431939509790190699639552453005450580685501956730229219139339\
1856803449039820595510022635353619204199474553859381023439554495977837\
7902374216172711172364343543947822181852862408514006660443325888569867\
0543154706965747458550332323342107301545940516553790686627333799585115\
6257843229882737231989875714159578111963583300594087306812160287649628\
6744604774649159950549737425626901049037781986835938146574126804925648\
7985561453723478673303904688383436346553794986419270563872931748723320\
8376011230299113679386270894387993620162951541337142489283072201269014\
7546684765357616477379467520049075715552781965362132392640616013635815\
5907422020203187277605277219005561484255518792530343513984425322341576\
2336106425063904975008656271095359194658975141310348227693062474353632\
5691607815478181152843667957061108615331504452127473924544945423682886\
0613408414863776700961207151249140430272538607648236341433462351897576\
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6452164137679690314950191085759844239198629164219399490723623464684411\
7394032659184044378051333894525742399508296591228508555821572503107125\
7012668302402929525220118726767562204154205161841634847565169998116141\
0100299607838690929160302884002691041407928862150784245167090870006992\
8212066041837180653556725253256753286129104248776182582976515795984703\
5622262934860034158722980534989650226291748788202734209222245339856264\
7669149055628425039127577102840279980663658254889264880254566101729670\
2664076559042909945681506526530537182941270336931378517860904070866711\
4965583434347693385781711386455873678123014587687126603489139095620099\
3936103102916161528813843790990423174733639480457593149314052976347574\
8119356709110137751721008031559024853090669203767192203322909433467685\
1422144773793937517034436619910403375111735471918550464490263655128162\
2882446257591633303910722538374218214088350865739177150968288747826569\
9599574490661758344137522397096834080053559849175417381883999446974867\
6265516582765848358845314277568790029095170283529716344562129640435231\
1760066510124120065975585127617858382920419748442360800719304576189323\
4922927965019875187212726750798125547095890455635792122103334669749923\
5630254947802490114195212382815309114079073860251522742995818072471625\
9166854513331239480494707911915326734302824418604142636395480004480026\
7049624820179289647669758318327131425170296923488962766844032326092752\
4960357996469256504936818360900323809293459588970695365349406034021665\
4437558900456328822505452556405644824651518754711962184439658253375438\
8569094113031509526179378002974120766514793942590298969594699556576121\
8656196733786236256125216320862869222103274889218654364802296780705765\
6151446320469279068212073883778142335628236089632080682224680122482611\
7718589638140918390367367222088832151375560037279839400415297002878307\
6670944474560134556417254370906979396122571429894671543578468788614445\
8123145935719849225284716050492212424701412147805734551050080190869960\
3302763478708108175450119307141223390866393833952942578690507643100638\
3519834389341596131854347546495569781038293097164651438407007073604112\
3735998434522516105070270562352660127648483084076118301305279320542746\
2865403603674532865105706587488225698157936789766974220575059683440869\
7350201410206723585020072452256326513410559240190274216248439140359989\
5353945909440704691209140938700126456001623742880210927645793106579229\
552498872758461012648369998922569596881592056001016552563757.
By typing the command N [Pi, 10000] the time for which this Mathematica software was calculated was not more than 1.5
seconds. Considering that we own an Ouad-Core 3.00 Ghz, 4Gb ram, 2gb GPU card and 1TB terabytes hard drive for this
computer is relatively fast. Further analysis found that the inclusion command N [Pi, 10001] as a result of the Mathematica
software package results in an error. Which means it is impossible to execute the command. However, by opening notebook
windows and entering the program code and algorithm:
def pi_chudnovsky(one=1000000):
"""
Calculate pi using Chudnovsky's series
This calculates it in fixed point, using the value for one passed in
"""
k=1
a_k = one
a_sum = one
b_sum = 0
C = 640320
C3_OVER_24 = C**3 // 24
while 1:
a_k *= -(6*k-5)*(2*k-1)*(6*k-1)
a_k //= k*k*k*C3_OVER_24
a_sum += a_k
b_sum += k * a_k
k += 1
if a_k == 0:
break
total = 13591409*a_sum + 545140134*b_sum
pi = (426880*sqrt(10005*one, one)*one) // total
return pi
II dio
def sqrt(n, one):
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"""
Return the square root of n as a fixed point number with the one
passed in. It uses a second order Newton-Raphson convergence. This
doubles the number of significant figures on each iteration.
"""
# Use floating point arithmetic to make an initial guess
floating_point_precision = 10**16
n_float = float((n * floating_point_precision) // one) / floating_point_precision
x = (int(floating_point_precision * math.sqrt(n_float)) * one) // floating_point_precision
n_one = n * one
while 1:
x_old = x
x = (x + n_one // x) // 2
if x == x_old:
break
return x.
The Mathematica software package is now able to calculate the number of pi to 10,000,000 decimals. The problem is still in
time and memory size as well as the speed of calculating the number Pi, which can be done with the help of updating the
computer equipment. The following table gives the time for which the number Pi is calculated as well as the number of
decimals
So we know the well-known equation and Chudnovsky algorithm in mathematical form, we have programmed into
Mathematica software and he is now able to calculate the number Pi to 10 million decimals. The result can be even bigger and
go into a trillion combinations, however, a more modern machine that can to withstand so much load. It is also possible to get
at the speed by typing in different algorithms. The algorithm in this case is only described by the mathematical problem, since
the convergence criterion of this order is chosen, therefore, it is closely related to the number of decimals this program package
can calculate. converges to more decimals, and therefore the number of decimals increases. So we have also found the
connection for computing decimals of the number Pi.7
5.Conclusion
When the first computers arrived, everything changed. Well, the way and possibilities in calculating the number Pi. With
them, the records in the number of calculated digits are achieved every day by the Ghana. Billions are already far exceeded. On
computers with the Microsoft Windows Vindous operating system, the PiFast program can be used to quickly calculate a
large number of digits. The highest number of digits π calculated on the home computer is 25 000 000 000, for which PiFast
took 17 days. To date, even over 1.25 trillion decimals of the number π have been calculated and this was done by the Japanese
Yasumas Canada in 2002. In this paper, using the Mathematica software, it is suggested in the calculation of the number of
Pi to 10 million decimal numbers. There are several tens of algorithms for calculating the decimals of Pi. Why was it
interesting to scientists? What is the mystery of Pi? Knowing that the number Pi is infinitely large and the development of
technology, and therefore computer systems as well as an increasing number of mathematical software and reaching 1.25
trillion decimals of the number Pi, scientists have come to the realization that every birth date can be entered by the
appropriate algorithm as let a decimals of the Pi number. By typing the date of birth into the numerator, we get the position of
the decimals on which our birth date is. This is just one of the points of interest. It can also be concluded that since the
beginning of calculating the number of pi through historical development, the speed of arriving to a greater number of
decimals is increasing. We can conclude that the development of the algorithms that included the geometric lines of the
number pi could be calculated with a very large number of decimals. is a queue with a higher degree of convergence that is
summarized in summation algorithms for solving directly linked to the number of digits of the number pi. Taking into account
the aforementioned and interesting facts about the number of pi, there are even different types of arts that magnify the number
Pi - pi - music, pi - poetry, pi - film ... Also, how much he has been intriguing to the public for centuries, the best shows are
celebrations in his honor. Namely, every March 14 celebrates even the day of the number π (then Albert Einstein was born).
Otherwise, the day of the Pi number is marked in various ways, including competition in eating pies or shooting pit and
discussing the significance of the number π. Some schools also hold competitions in which the student will be able to
remember the most decimals of the number Pi
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